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FORUM WOOD BUILDING NORDIC 2018 
– TOWARDS A NEW RENAISSANCE

“Forum Wood Building Nordic 2018 – 
towards a new renaissance” highlights 
financial and social factors, which 
contributes to innovative thinking. 
Industry, production and products are 
developed as a result of progress within 
science and practice, as well as through 
an increased political openness. 

Examples of areas that will receive a 
lot of attention by Nordic and other 
international speakers this time are:
• The political openness that allows for 

more wood in construction
• Planning to build with wood
• Large and great timber buildings
• Life cycle analysis for climate-smart 

sustainable building
• How digitalization can affect daily 

working life and production efficiency
• Contemporary wooden architecture

Among many high quality speakers, some 
extra highlights are:
• The building program declaration of 

the Nordic Council of Ministers.

• Fredrik Lindblad, Linnaeus University/
SE, will present how municipalities 
can consider wood in land allocatio 
activities (markanvisning) in a 
legitimate and transparent way.

• Konrad Merz, Merz Kley Partner/AT, 
looks back at 25 years of experiences in 
wood constructions in Central Europe.

• Mark Hughes, Aalto University/FI, talks 
about the effect of interior climate in 
wooden buildings on humans health 
and well-being.

• Alar Just and Daniel Brandon, Research 
Institute of Sweden, bring new findings 
on fire safety in CLT buildings with 
exposed wooden surfaces.

• Ola Nylander, Chalmers and CBA/SE, 
shares his thoughts about whether 
the design of today’s buildings really is 
sustainable.

• Lukas Schiffer, TJIKO/DE, presents a 
new business model about individual 
standard bathrooms that might 
revolutionize the way bathrooms are 
assembled into new apartments.

For exhibitors
Would you like to exhibit during the 
conference? There are still some stands 
available in the exhibition hall.
Price information and available 
exhibition places can be found on
http://www.forum-holzbau.com/nordic/
index.php

Registration
You register on http://www.forum-
holzbau.com/nordic/index.php

Contact person
Tobias Schauerte
Telephone: +46 (0)72-239 45 73
E-mail: wbn@lnu.se

Linnaeus University will host the seventh Forum Wood Building Nordic on September 27–28, 2018 in 
Växjö. The conference is a fantastic opportunity for academics and practitioners to meet and exchange 
experiences and to learn from the best within the field.
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